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Abstract

Samples of UO2, (U,Pu)O2 and PuO2 containing up to several 100 at. ppm helium were submitted to thermal

annealing in a Knudsen-cell provided with a mass spectrometer. Gas release was measured on line with a great

accuracy. In the examined materials helium was created by a-decay of plutonium or laboratory infused at high tem-

perature and high pressure. The selected samples exhibited different types of lattice damage, including reactor burn-up

and high a-radiation doses. Analysis of helium release as a function of temperature enabled the elementary diffusion

processes to be investigated and the atomic diffusion coefficient to be deduced for a defined state of helium-in-solid. The

helium diffusion coefficient has the expression:
D ¼ 8� 10�7 expð�46 kcalmol�1=RT Þ m2 s�1;
however, the enthalpy of diffusion increases to 70 kcalmol�1 in high burn-up fuel where helium is apparently stabilised

in uranium/oxygen vacancy clusters.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In nuclear reactor fuel an important amount of he-

lium is produced by a-decay of initial fissile atoms and

heavier nuclides formed by neutron capture. This effect

is of some relevance in fast breeder reactors where much

larger amounts of plutonium and minor actinides are

present than in thermal reactors. However, since fast

reactor fuel is mostly operated under high fission-gas

release regimes, the presence of additional helium has

practically no effect on the fuel behaviour. For this

reason, only few experiments have been carried out so

far on diffusion of helium in uranium and plutonium

mixed oxides.

This issue is, however, receiving increasing attention

in the context of current actinides transmutation pro-

grammes. In these tests, minor actinides are dispersed in

appropriate targets with concentrations up to 20 at.%
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and irradiated in nuclear reactors. Most minor actinides

undergo fission only with a lesser yield, whilst the

majority of them are transformed in short-lived nuclides

that eventually decay into more stable radionuclides

along a-emission chains. The yield of helium created by

actinide transmutation is, therefore, at least four times

larger than that of xenon and krypton created by fission.

The effect of large concentrations of helium in acti-

nide dioxides is still matter of investigation. A priori

conjectures that small helium atoms can be readily

accommodated in the relative large octahedral intersti-

tial sites of the host fluorite lattice of these oxides are in

practice contradicted by dramatic effects observed after

accumulation of helium at low temperature in fuels

containing large concentrations of a-emitters. For in-

stance, PuO2 pellets fabricated in our laboratory in the

1960s after four decades storage in an inert atmosphere

(N2), though apparently geometrically intact, do com-

pletely disaggregate under normal handling (Fig. 1).

Though it is well known that helium produces embrit-

tlement in metals, such a dramatic effect as shown in Fig.

1 was never observed neither in uranium dioxide pellets

nor in oxide fuel samples submitted to comparable
ed.
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Fig. 1. SEM micrograph showing disintegration of a PuO2

pellet after 40 years storage under nitrogen atmosphere. Helium

accumulation was likely the cause of extreme embrittlement.

The inset shows that all the grains are separated.
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damage doses in ion implantation experiments. Actu-

ally, several questions must be answered concerning the

behaviour of helium both during irradiation and also in

spent fuel during long time storage. The first one regards

the diffusion and precipitation/release conditions. This

paper presents experimental results demonstrating that

diffusion of helium in fuel is essentially different from

that of fission gas, but is similarly governed by complex

mechanisms which need in-depth analysis.
2. Experimental setup

Helium release measurements have been carried out

in a Knudsen-cell facility where a quadrupole mass

spectrometer (MS) was placed at a distance of 50 mm

from the cell aperture. The cell was made of tungsten

and operated under an ultra high vacuum up to tem-

peratures of 2800 K. Though release of gas-in-solid is

obviously occurring under cell effusion conditions far

from thermodynamic equilibrium, the emitted gas/va-

pour beam is sufficiently regular to enable a quantitative

mass spectrometric analysis of the intensity of the

emitted vapour/gas to be carried out. Yet, whilst effusing

condensable vapour molecules pass only once through

the ionising electron beam of the MS, gas atoms must be

trapped in order that they are not re-entering in the ion

source after colliding with the containment wall. In the

present setup the ion source is surrounded by a powerful

liquid nitrogen trap on which most gaseous species

travelling outside the collimated effusion beam are

condensed. Yet, since helium is unaffected by this trap,

its mass spectrometric signal is depending not only on

the molecular beam intensity, but also on the average

residence time of the atoms in the ion source chamber

and hence on the evacuating flow through the operating
turbo-molecular pumps. In spite of repeated efforts, di-

rect calibration method for helium resulted to be rather

imprecise. Calibration tests on samples containing

known amounts of helium gave uncontrolled variations

of the yield of the mass spectrometer of up to 20%,

against 1% for condensable species. Therefore, a com-

plex spike analysis is presently being implemented for

gases, whose realisation will however require major

changes in the setup. Nevertheless, though the measured

absolute amount of gas effusing from the cell is rather

imprecise, by applying a suitable temperature pro-

gramme, the total amount of helium initially present in

the sample could be released during the experiments, so

that the fractional release curve was obtained with a

sensitivity of better than 100 at. ppm of the helium

inventory.
3. Samples

Three different kinds of materials were used in the

reported experiments: (a) UO2 and MOX fuel irradiated

in LWR at low temperature and different burn-ups; (b)

PuO2 and (U,Pu)O2 pellets sintered from mechanically

blended powder and from solid solutions particles

(fabricated by a sol–gel process) containing 10 at.%
238Pu and stored for several years to accumulate alpha-

helium; (c) uranium dioxide pellets melted by laser

heating in an autoclave under 2000 bar helium. Relevant

features of the samples are reported in Tables 1 and 2.

The selected materials are respectively suitable for

investigating diffusion of helium in concomitance with

fission gas, under alpha-damage conditions, and in a

state of thermodynamically solution in solid.

The samples were in the form of small fragments of

approximately 1 mm size obtained by fracturing sintered

pellets. The samples were heated in the Knudsen-cell

either following an arbitrary temperature programme,

or under constant temperature rate. In order to obtain

the best resolution of the release rate peaks, frequent MS

measurements were performed. Therefore, only few

windows could be opened in addition to that of 4He,

corresponding to species produced by matrix sublima-

tion, and, for irradiated fuel, to volatile fission products.

The temperature rate was chosen in order to obtain

complete release of helium below 2100 K, so that the gas

depleted sample could be further heated under high

sublimation rate conditions until total vaporisation. We

could thus ensure that no helium was retained in some

internal pockets of the sample; consequently, the frac-

tional release could be accurately normalised to the total

initial helium content. The absolute value of this latter

was in most cases deduced from reliable burn-up and/or

radioactive decay calculations. In the case of thermally

dissolved helium, the effusion cell calibration factor had

to be used.



Table 1

Sample description

Samples Exp. nr/

quality

Conditions Weight (g) Pu

content (g)

He (mol/g)

(calculated)

He (mol/g)

(measured)

Error

(mol/g)

Pre-melted UO2

(fragments)

1/*** Sintered UO2 heated above

Tm in 2000 bar He

0.05 – – 3.8 · 10�7 1 · 10�7

2/*** Idem 0.05 3.7 · 10�7

Sintered PuO2

(very fragile

fragments)

3/** PuO2 sintered 25 years aged 0.300 0.264 2.62· 10�6 3.4 · 10�6 0.6 · 10�6

4/* PuO2 sintered 25 years aged 0.270 0.238 2.6 · 10�6

5/** PuO2 sintered 25 years aged 0.353 0.311 2.6 · 10�6

6/** PuO2 sintered 25 years aged 0.301 0.264 1.9 · 10�6

(238PU0:1,UO0:9)O2

(fragments)

7/**** U0:9Pu0:1O2 sintered

co-precipitated 2 years aged

0.073 5.17· 10�3 4.66· 10�6 3.6 · 10�6 0.6 · 10�6

8/**** U0:9Pu0:1O2 sintered

co-precipitated 2 years aged

0.032 2.54· 10�3 4.2 · 10�6

9/**** U0:9Pu0:1O2 sintered

co-precipitated 2 years aged

0.039 3.26· 10�3 5.1 · 10�6

MOX (fragile

fragments)

10/*** U0:82Pu0:18O2 sintered

blended powder 25 years

aged

0.124 0.02 4.86· 10�7 3.0 · 10�7 1 · 10�7

Irradiated UO2

(fragments)

11/** Sintered UO2 (RIM

structure); b.u.: 100 GWd/t,

Tirr: �500 �C, cooling time:

10 years

0.018 1.1· 10�4 1.98· 10�6 2.4 · 10�6 0.8 · 10�6

Irradiated MOX

(fragments)

12/** U0:93Pu0:07O2 sintered

blended powder; b.u.: 18.7

GWd/t, Tirr: 500 �C, cooling
time: 15 years

0.013 5.16· 10�4 1.58· 10�6 1.9 · 10�6 0.6 · 10�6

13/** U0:96Pu0:04O2 sintered

blended powder; b.u.: 42.6

GWd/t, Tirr: 700 �C, cooling
time: 15 years

0.014 1· 10�4 3.44· 10�6 2.2 · 10�6

14/** U0:96Pu0:04O2 sintered

blended powder; b.u.: 44.4

GWd/t, Tirr: 500 �C, cooling
time: 15 years

0.016 1.2· 10�4 3.56· 10�6 3.1 · 10�6

15/** U0:93Pu0:07O2 sintered

blended powder; b.u.: 23.0

GWd/t, Tirr: 500 �C, cooling
time: 15 years

0.021 8.3· 10�4 1.55· 10�6 2.0 · 10�6

Quality of the test and consequent fitting precision: **** 300–400 points: 5% precision, *** 200–300 points: 5% precision, ** 100–200

points: 10% precision , * 50–100 points: 15% precision.
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4. Method of helium release analysis

For the different types of samples examined, repre-

sentative fractional release curves have been obtained as

functions of time and annealing temperature.
Though their shape depends in part on the applied

thermal annealingprogramme, substantial differences due

to the rulingdiffusionmechanisms couldbe realised. Their

interpretation in term of a simple, single-energy activated

diffusion processes resulted to be fully inadequate.



Table 2

Analysed spent-fuel samples: irradiation conditions and calculated helium formation (ORIGEN)

Type of fuel Initial fissile atom

enrichment (%)

Burn-up

(GWd/t)

APEIT

(days)

Neutron flux

(cm2 s)�1

He at EOL

(mol/g)

He at EOS

(mol/g)

MOX low b.u. 6.9 (239Pu) 19 260 1.16· 1014 0.096· 10�6 1.58· 10�6

MOX medium b.u. 3.5 (239Pu) 42.6 1264 1.59· 1014 1.39· 10�6 3.50· 10�6

UO2 25.8 (235U) 100 n.a. n.a. 0.57· 10�6 1.98· 10�6

APEIT: average-power equivalent irradiation time; EOL: end of life; EOS: end of storage; n.a.: data not available for publication.

Table 3

Scheme of the release mechanisms analysis

No Stage S

b

c g

Stage K: deep trapping

Stage H

Stage S

PATH  1: 4 parameters

PATH  2: 4 parameters

c

g
Stage K

Stage U

Stage H
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A more detailed approach had to be followed in the

analysis, by maintaining, however, the interpretation

perspective as wide as possible. In the examined experi-

ments, the analysis is facilitated by the initial uniform

distribution of helium in the samples. Due to its build-up

or intake conditions, an important fraction of gas at the

start of the annealing experiments was dynamically or

thermally dissolved in the oxide lattice. We have, there-

fore, assumed the most general affordable hypothesis

concerning the gas diffusion leading to the measured re-

lease. This provides two essentially different paths de-

scribed by the following reaction rate equation system in

the tree variables c (gas amount in solution), b (amount

trapped), and g (amount released):

dc
dt

¼ �Kc� ðH þ SÞc;

db
dt

¼ Kc� Ub;

dg
dt

¼ ðH þ SÞcþ Ub:

ð1Þ

The structure of these differential equations is self-

explaining. If the total initial gas amount is expressed as

the sum of c0 ¼ cð0Þ and b0 ¼ bð0Þ, the fraction dis-

solved, cðtÞ, is decreasing due to trapping (at a rate K) or
de-sorption (at a rate H þ S). The gas trapped, bðtÞ, is
subsequently allowed to be released at a different rate,

UbðtÞ. Furthermore, the de-sorption rate is written as the

sum of two terms; the first one has a coefficient (H ) that

is related (and counteracted) by the trapping rate coef-

ficient, i.e., H ¼ f ðKÞ, whilst the second one (S) repre-
sents a fully independent de-sorption mechanism.

Release can be, therefore, achieved trough the two

paths: c ! g and c ! b ! g, as shown in the sketch of

Table 3.

A priori, none of the reaction rate constants of Eq.

(1) is known. These can be, however, expressed as

products of a distinct diffusion coefficient D ¼
Dj

0 expð�Ej=RT Þ and a constant, Aj, depending on the

boundary morphology of the diffusion domain. The

index j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4 corresponds to the four rate mecha-

nisms H , K, S and U . In the absence of detailed infor-

mation on the ruling diffusion mechanisms and on the

nature and distribution of the sinks, we are here not
particularly interested in a formulation of these pre-

exponential constants. We shall only mention that the

two concurrent mechanisms K and H are by definition

governed by the same diffusion coefficient. Furthermore,

in a simple model where release is achieved by migration

to the boundaries of grains disseminated with traps, we

have:

K ¼ AKD ¼ k2scD0 expð�Ej=RT Þ; ð2Þ

where ksc is the sink strength of the traps. If we now

assume that the traps are affecting the long-range dif-

fusion rate Hc in a domain of size 2a (a sintered grain in

this case), the coefficient H has the expression [1]:

G ¼ � D
Ka2

þ
coth a

ffiffiffi
K
D

q

a
ffiffiffi
K
D

q ;

H ¼ AHD � ðkgbsc Þ
2D ¼ 3KG

1� 3G
;

ð3Þ

for sufficiently large ksc is: H ! 3D ksc
a .

The rate coefficients K (trapping) and H (long-range

diffusion) are governed by the same elementary gas

migration process, and hence have a similar dependence

on temperature; however, their magnitudes are defined by

some parameters respectively defining the morphology of

the traps and of the encompassing diffusion domain.
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In ideal cases ksc may assume simple expressions: e.g.,

for N spherical gas bubbles of radius r is kbsc ¼ ð4prNÞ1=2;
for dislocations kdsc ¼ q1=2, where q is their density (i.e.,

their total length per unit volume). Thus, the ratio of

trapping to long-range diffusion is inversely propor-

tional to the ratio of two linear lengths representing the

respective topological sizes of their domains of influence.

Now, if t0 is the cumulative annealing time, and during the

time interval t ¼ t0 � t0 the temperature is not varied, equa-

tion system (1) has constant coefficients, and can be solved

analytically. The following general integral is obtained:
cðtÞ ¼ c0e�ðHþKþSÞt;

bðtÞ ¼ Ke�Ut½c0ðe�ðHþKþSÞt � 1Þ þ b0ðH þ K þ S � UÞ�
H þ K þ S � U

;

gðtÞ ¼ e�Ut eUtðb0
�

þ c0 þ g0Þ �
c0K þ b0ðH þ K þ S � UÞ

H þ K þ S � U
� c0eðHþKþS�UÞtðH þ S � UÞ

H þ K þ S � U

�
;

H ¼ AHe
� E

RT ; K ¼ AKe
� E
RT ; S ¼ ASe

�ES
RT ; U ¼ AUe

�EU
RT ;

ð4Þ
where

c0 ¼ cðt0Þ; b0 ¼ bðt0Þ; g0 ¼ gðt0Þ:
Function gðtÞ, representing the fractional release, can

thus be calculated with high accuracy for any pro-

grammed temperature T ¼ T ðt0Þ and used to fit the

experimental curve gexpðT ðt0ÞÞ. The only required con-

ditions are the values of c0, b0 and g0 at t ¼ 0, i.e., at the

beginning of the laboratory thermal annealing. In most

of the examined samples was c0 � 1 and b0 � 0, g0 � 0.

Only in the reactor irradiated samples one could not

exclude that part of the gas was precipitated during

irradiation. However, the calculated concentrations re-

ported in Table 2 indicate that in the low burn-up MOX

most of the helium was produced during storage at

ambient temperature, whilst in the medium burn-up

MOX and the high burn-up UO2 the amount produced

in pile was of the same order of magnitude as that

formed during storage. However, these fuels were irra-

diated at low in-pile temperatures so that the gas was

likely kept in dynamical solution during irradiation. The

assumption c0 � b0 and g0 � 0 1 was therefore plausi-

ble for all the examined samples.
1 In the context of the rate equation approximation, the

assumption of g0 ¼ 0 is legitimate as gðtÞ is defined and referred

to as the fraction of gas released during the laboratory

annealing. Furthermore, it can be seen that the sensitivity of

the fitting parameters of the normalised function F ¼ gðtÞ=ðc0 þ
b0Þ on b0 and c0 is in our context not crucial. In practice, in the

performed fitting procedures, an uncertainty of b0 of the order of
20–30% results in a comparable uncertainty of the parameters Aj

in Eq. (4) – i.e., of the height of the peaks of the different release

stages – but has however a negligible effect on the resulting

activation enthalpies.
It is obviously impossible to obtain from a numerical

fitting the seven parameters of the general solution of

Eq. (1). We have, therefore, considered only the two

typical sub-cases mentioned above.

• In Path 1, helium is diffusing to free surfaces in the

presence of concomitant trapping; both processes

are controlled by the same elementary diffusion

mechanism. In a following stage, the gas trapped dif-

fuses to the free surface via a different diffusion mech-

anism.
• In Path 2, trapping is definitive and helium can only

be released by matrix sublimation, however, unhin-

dered long-range diffusion and release of atomic gas

is allowed.
5. Results of the helium release analysis

5.1. Reactor irradiated UO2

In the reactor irradiated samples – taken from the

periphery of LWR fuel pellets – helium release was di-

rectly compared with that of xenon. In this type of

samples, diffusion of xenon was examined in more detail

in a previous work [1]; the atomic diffusion enthalpy

of xenon was found to decreases with burn-up, from

103 kcalmol�1 in virgin fuel, down to 80 kcalmol at

100 GWd/t. The fuel samples examined here were irra-

diated at low temperature up to a high local burn-up

(95–100 GWd/t) and, as expected, they exhibited at

end-of-irradiation the typical RIM restructuring, con-

sisting of formation of sub-grain cells of a tenth of

micron size. The helium present in the fuel samples

was likely distributed in lattice, in small intragranular

bubbles and in pores, whereby the RIM restructuring

has certainly produced a substantial gas precipitation

into pores. On the other hand, helium initially present in

the pressurised fuel rod may also have been in part

absorbed or trapped in the fuel, so that the labora-

tory release analysis is facing a greater uncertainty than

in the case of the other examined samples. Yet, as

shown in Tables 1 and 2, the largest fraction of helium

was created and dynamically dissolved in the lattice

during post-irradiation storage by decay of actinides.
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Fig. 3. Release of helium from four MOX fuels irradiated at different burn-ups at low temperature. The symbols represent the

experimental points and the full lines the theoretical fitting. The curves with drop lines represent the amount of gas trapped and

subsequently released in Stage U as a function of the temperature programme that is plotted with the y-axis at the right-hand side.
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Table 4

Results of the gas diffusion analysis

Sample Stage K: trapping on extended

defects

Stage H : long-range atomic

diffusion I

Stage S: long-range atomic

diffusion II

Stage U : diffusion on extended

defects

DEK

(kcal/mol)

AK (1/s) Fraction

involved

(%)

DEH

(kcal/mol)

AH (1/s) Fraction

involved

(%)

DES

(kcal/mol)

AS (1/s) Fraction

involved

(%)

DEU

(kcal/mol)

AU (1/s) Fraction

involved

(%)

Reactor irradiated samples

Xe in UO2 100 GWd/t 80 4.2 · 107 10 80 2.7 · 109 90 – – – 18 2.1· 10�3 10

He in UO2 100 GWd/t 70 1.4 · 109 56 69 2.2 · 108 44 – – – Low 2.1· 10�3 56

He in MOX �20

GWd/t

70 5.2 · 106 28 70 1.3 · 107 72 – – – 8.9 2.1· 10�3 28

He in MOX �40

GWd/t

60 1.0 · 105 5 60 1.9 · 106 95 – – – 24 8· 10�2 5

Samples containing helium from a-decay
He in (U0:9,

238Pu0:1)O2

solid solution

2 years

aged

46.5 5.9 · 105 41 46.5 4.1 · 105 59 – – – 19 4.5· 10�1 41

MOX 18%Pu mechan-

ically blended 25

years aged

45.1 9.4 · 105 66 45.1 5.1 · 105 34 – – – 12 7.6· 10�2 66

He in PuO2 25 years

aged

40 6.2 · 108 81 40 – 19 – – – 1.8 5.6· 10�3 81

Samples containing thermally dissolved helium

He-in-UO2 single

crystal 2000 bar He

thermally dissolved

at 3150 K

– – – 46.7 1.7 · 102 58 Low 6.9· 10�6 42 – – –
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The release measurements were therefore mainly

pertaining to this gas. As for helium formed during

irradiation, different hypotheses were made from

which a conservative error analysis was deduced (see

Table 3).

It was found that helium release is dominated by

atomic diffusion to the sub-grain boundaries, whilst only

�10% of the gas inventory was captured during thermal

annealing by finely dispersed intragranular bubbles [2].

These samples were therefore suitable for comparing the

atomic mobility of xenon and helium in a highly dam-

aged lattice.

Fig. 2 shows the helium release measurements and

that of 136Xe, with the respective fitting curves. The re-

lease schemes 1 and 2 were applied, but only the first one

was found to be suitable for an adequately precise fit-

ting. The resulting diffusion enthalpy of xenon is 79

kcalmol�1, in agreement with our previous results, and

69 kcalmol�1 for helium. According to the diffusion

scheme compatible with the experiment, after reach-

ing intermediate traps, the gas further migrates to

free surfaces at a rate weakly dependent on temperature,

the effective activation enthalpy being lower than

10 kcalmol�1. In Fig. 2 both the fractional release

and the calculated fraction of gas released after trap-

ping are plotted versus annealing temperature. It can be

seen that more than 80% of helium is reaching

extended lattice defects – still unidentified – on which

diffusion is faster than in the bulk. Only approximately

10% of the inventory is apparently trapped in deep

sinks from which release occurs only by sample subli-

mation.
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5.2. Reactor irradiated MOX (heterogeneous sintered

fuel)

Various samples were taken from 15 years old LWR

MOX rods irradiated between 18 and 44 GWd/t. At low

burn-up the helium release curves are analogous to those

of UO2 (Fig. 3). During laboratory annealing, approx-

imately 70% of helium migrates to the free surface with

activation enthalpy of 70 kcalmol�1, whilst 30% is

trapped on extended defects and then migrated to free

surface with very low activation enthalpy. From the pre-

exponential factor of Stage K (Table 4) one can see that

in MOX the trap spacing is approximately ten time

larger than in high burn-up UO2. At 44 GWd/t burn-up

the release pathway does significantly change: 95% of

the gas diffuses directly to the free surface with activa-

tion enthalpy of 60 kcalmol�1 and only 5% is passing

through intermediate traps. Considering that the mate-

rial was heterogeneous, and that the majority of mea-

sured helium was produced during the post-irradiation

storage, one has to consider these data with caution.

However, they appear to be consistent with those ob-

tained in mixed oxides under different conditions.

5.3. a-helium in 238Pu-doped UO2

These samples were solid solutions of (Pu0:1,U0:9)O2

where Pu was the highly alpha active 238Pu isotope. The

sample had been stored under ambient conditions dur-

ing 2 years. The calculated amount of helium created is

reported in Tables 1 and 2. The helium fractional release

curves are plotted in Fig. 4.
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Also in this case, Path 1 had to be applied to obtain a

satisfactory fitting. We obtained for atomic helium dif-

fusion an enthalpy of 46.5 kcalmol�1, with 60–70% of

helium trapped and released via a low-energy activated

mechanism.

5.4. a-helium in PuO2

Helium release from nuclear-grade 239PuO2 sintered

pellets was measured after 25 years ageing and alpha-

decay. The same release scheme was applied, obtaining,

however, lower activation enthalpy (40± 2 kcalmol�1)

for helium atomic diffusion. In these samples the helium

fraction trapped and subsequently released is larger than

in (U,Pu)O2, amounting up to 80–90% of the helium

inventory (Fig. 5).

5.5. Helium thermally dissolved in UO2

Helium was dissolved in these samples by infusion

during laser heating pulses under 2000 bar helium and

peak temperatures just above the melting point of UO2.

The sample, initially stoichiometric, was melted during a

few seconds, and then rapidly cooled down at a rate of

the order of magnitude of 105 K s�1. During these pulses

the O/U ratio was slightly displaced toward hypo-stoi-

chiometry since congruent vaporisation of UO2 is

occurring at O/U¼ 1.98. Fragments of 50 mg weight of

the melted pool were then extracted and used for helium

release measurements. The amount of helium found in

these specimens was of the order of 100 at. ppm. Based

on the available experimental conditions, one cannot

establish how far this concentration from the solubility

limit of helium in UO2 is. The helium release curve in

these samples presents essentially different features (Fig.
6). Only Path 2 results to be adequate for fitting. This

consists of two parallel diffusion processes without mu-

tual interference. The first one, involving 60–80% of the

helium inventory, has 46.7± 0.5 kcalmol�1 activation

enthalpy, while the rest of the gas (40–20%) is released

with activation enthalpy of magnitude below the sig-

nificant level.

5.6. Diffusion coefficient of atomic helium

Deduction of the pre-exponential factor D0 of the

helium diffusion coefficient is facing the problem of

sufficiently defining the spatial boundary conditions of

the process involved and the involved sink strengths.

Factorisation of D0 in the two coefficients AH and AK
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respectively defined in Eqs. (2) and (3) is, however,

possible if the grain boundary size is assumed as a rep-

resentative dimension of the average distance to the

extended defects on which the secondary stage S occurs.

Fitting of the experimental curves with the additional

fifth parameter D0 requires a very accurate experimental

dataset. In fact, only the release curves of the 238Pu-

doped mixed oxide samples were sufficiently smooth to

enable a five parameter fitting to be significantly carried

out. The results provide an expression of the helium

atomic diffusion coefficient as follows:

D ¼ ð8� 2Þ � 10�7

� exp ð
�

� 46000� 500Þ calmol�1=RT
�
m2 s�1:

ð5Þ
The figures refers to a solid solution (Pu0:1,U0:9)O2 with

stoichiometric composition.
Fig. 7. Transmission electron micrograph of UO2 irradiated in

reactor to 95 GWd/t burn-up at a temperature of approximately

800 K.
6. Discussion

The results of the helium release analysis are collected

in Table 4. One can see that the primary diffusion

enthalpy of helium exhibits a marked variation as a

function of the initial state of the sample. In irradiated

UO2 this enthalpy is high (69 kcalmol�1), a value

barely below that of xenon, whose state in reactor

irradiated fuel is highly stabilised and mostly associ-

ated to Schottky trios. One can infer that the helium

atoms are also trapped in this kind of vacancy clusters,

which are present in the heavily damaged fuel lattice,

and that jumps out of these stable configurations are

not very effective. Probably a vacancy-assisted mecha-

nism is necessary for helium diffusion, which is ex-

pected to be directly related to the damage annealing

process. The smaller diffusion enthalpy with respect to

that of xenon is likely due to the low saddle potential

barrier for the helium atom. In fact, computer simu-

lations of defective UO2 lattice indicate that the energy

barrier to helium migration in a U- or O-vacancy-as-

sisted mechanism is of the order of magnitude of only

a few tenth of eV [3].

The situation is very similar in the low burn-up

irradiated MOX. Despite the heterogeneity of this mixed

oxide, the analysis reveals that the atomic diffusion

mechanisms are the same and the activation energy very

close to that in UO2. The only relevant difference is in

the pre-exponential factor (lower value of AK ), which

indicates a longer characteristic migration distance with

respect to that in irradiated UO2. This is understandable

in a structure where the release pathway extend over

large areas of almost intact sintered structure.

In the (238Pu0:1,U0:9)O2 solid solution and in PuO2 we

also found that the measured release could be very well

described by Path 1. The respective activation enthalpy

(46.5 and 40 kcalmol�1) is, however, in both materials
lower than in irradiated UO2. In these two materials the

deduced sink strengths of the traps are also different by

one order of magnitude.

Helium release in non-irradiated heterogeneous,

mechanically blended MOX shows an essentially differ-

ent behaviour. Analysis of the release curves clearly

indicates that Path 1 must be adopted. The atomic dif-

fusion enthalpy (45.1 kcalmol�1) is very near to that of

the homogeneous mixed oxide. Only the pre-exponential

factor AH is by one order of magnitude smaller, indi-

cating that the gas had to diffuse over a proportionally

longer MSQ distance to reach the next free surface.

Helium injected in the lattice from a-decay comes

also to rest in a similar highly stabilised form. Though

one alpha-decay event creates a few hundred lattice

displacements (against tens of thousand produced by

fission fragments) the damage accumulated by the

examined �a-doped’ materials is at first sight similar to

that produced in reactor (transmission electron micro-

graphs of high burn-up fuel and of �a-doped’ mixed

oxides are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. However, the

damage annealing processes are essentially different due

to the presence in the irradiated fuel of high concen-

trations of fission products which tend to capture the

available U-vacancies to form bubbles and low density

precipitates. In fact, in �a-doped’ samples the measured

diffusion enthalpy is nearer to that of thermally dis-

solved atoms.

The specimens used were sufficiently large to exhibit

representative effects of the sintered structure in the re-

lease stages. Grain boundary or, more generally, ex-

tended defects do certainly define the role and extent of

bulk atomic diffusion. It is remarkable that in all the

irradiated samples long-range atomic diffusion (Stage H )

involves a large percentage of the helium inventory. This

indicated that the grain boundaries are sufficiently cov-



Fig. 8. Transmission electron micrograph of UO2: 10%
238PuO2

after 2 years aging under ambient conditions.

2 One should mention that previous calculations reported in

Ref. [3] predict a small, negative energy of solution for helium

in octahedral sites in stoichiometric and hypo-stoichiometric

UO2. This is evidently in disagreement with the experimental

results.
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ered by a system of interconnected channels to let per-

colate the gas without any significant delay. A small

percentage is effectively trapped and has to work out his

way to a free surface by migrating with an uncertain,

low diffusion enthalpy (Stage U ). Yet, it should be noted

that, numerically, such low enthalpies imply an almost

linear dependence of the release rate on temperature.

The situation is reversed in alpha-doped samples: most

of the gas is first trapped on extended defects and from

there is released through a similar Stage U . It is

remarkable that the characteristic rate of this stage dif-

fers in all the examined samples, and is comparatively

low in mechanically blended oxide, where the release

pathway has to cross large, structurally intact zones.

The results of release of helium thermally dissolved in

UO2 at 3150 K can be reasonably interpreted: approx-

imately 60% of the gas is directly released via atomic

diffusion (Stage H ) with a relatively low activation en-

thalpy (46.7 kcalmol�1) and a small pre-exponential

factor, indicating a long migrated distance. This should

be expected in samples that consist of crystals of a few

hundreds of micrometers sizes. The second stage (S) –
with insignificant activation enthalpy and involving 40%

of the gas inventory – is not correlated with the former

stage and must be due to gas adsorbed or segregated on

extended defects during high temperature restructuring.

The concentration of helium found in the samples re-

ported in Tables 1 and 2 might be much lower than the

saturation value. As for the effective infusion conditions

of the examined samples, one should note that at 3150 K

the free energy of helium increases of 47 kcalmol�1 if the

pressure increases from 1 to 2000 bar.

This value is compatible with the measured activa-

tion enthalpy of Stage H , where gas dissolved thermo-

dynamically in the lattice is involved. In this respect, the

experimental observations are also in agreement with
LMTO-ASA model calculations [4] of the solution

energies of helium in octahedral sites (30 kcalmol�1) and

in oxygen vacancies (41 kcalmol�1) in the case of hypo-

stoichiometric UO2.
2 In the stoichiometric oxide, the

He solution energy in O-vacancy is obviously higher

since the formation energy of an oxygen vacancy, de-

duced from neutron scattering data [5], is 3.67 eV.

However, at high temperatures and, in particular, above

the k-transition at 2600 K – an order-disorder transition

in the oxygen sub-lattice – the O-vacancy concentration

increases up to the order of magnitude of 0.1 [6].

Therefore, the state of helium thermally dissolved in

UO2 and measured in the reported experiments likely

corresponds to a stabilised configuration where the gas

occupies an oxygen vacancy. A more decisive interpre-

tation of these data will be obtained from a solubility

study of helium in UO2 at high temperatures. These

measurements are in progress in our laboratory.

Finally, a few words are in order here on the deduced

atomic coefficient of helium expressed by Eq. (5). From

the data reported in Table 3 one can conjecture that the

elementary diffusion mechanism pertains to helium in a

O-vacancy, a configuration which seems to be predom-

inant when the gas is created by a-decay, but which is

also found under thermal infusion conditions. Within

the experimental uncertainty, the activation enthalpy of

45.1 kcalmol�1 is in agreement with old measurements

[7,8]. Other data published in the same years [9–11]

show, however, a great dispersion, with estimated dif-

fusion enthalpies ranging from 17 to 86 kcalmol�1. The

discrepancy between the various results depends in part

on the quality of the measurements, but mainly on the

type of analysis applied, which in the previous works

was basically developed from inadequate diffusion

models, whereby changes in mechanisms were only

realised on the resulting Arrhenius plots: a too imprecise

procedure for identifying overlapping operating mech-

anisms. The diffusion coefficient of Eq. (5) at tempera-

tures between 1000 and 1500 K is up to four orders of

magnitudes higher than that obtained in early works

[9,10]. Actually, the evaluation of D0 is always based on

more or less founded assumptions, since in the integrals

of the transport equation the quantity D is always

multiplied by the square of a characteristic length, whose

empirical meaning is not straightforward. It is however

worthwhile noting that the magnitude of D at 1500 K in

the above mentioned works is 1.5 · 10�17 m2 s�1. Now,

no matter how the analysis of the release data is con-

figured, the strong release onset at 1400 K, occurring in
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all our experiments in a few tens of minutes, can hardly

be explained if such a low atomic mobility is assumed.
7. Conclusions

• Helium diffusion in uranium, uranium/plutonium

and plutonium dioxide was investigated from release

measurements carried out in a Knudsen-cell provided

with an on-line mass spectrometer. The samples were

reactor irradiated fuels or fragments of sintered pel-

lets doped with a-emitters, and sufficiently aged to

accumulate a concentration of helium of the order

of a few 100 ppm. Two samples were submitted to he-

lium infusion at high temperature and high pressure.

• Analysis of the results indicates that release of helium

cannot be described as a single-energy activated pro-

cess. Atomic diffusion is mainly controlling short-

range migration to still unidentified traps from which

the gas subsequently migrates and escapes with a very

low activation enthalpy, effectively at a rate propor-

tional to temperature. The nature and sink strength

of the traps essentially depends on the level of

damage of the lattice. Also the diffusion enthalpy is

markedly affected by this damage: it increases from

45 kcalmol�1 in nominally intact or moderately dam-

aged lattice to 70 kcalmol�1 in fuel irradiated to

95 Gwd/t burn-up.

• Analysis of the reported experiments shows that he-

lium mobility in these oxides is much higher (up to

four orders of magnitude) than as previously pub-

lished in the literature.

• Finally, the extremely low activation enthalpy associ-

ated to the secondary release stage (probably migra-

tion on dislocation networks and grain boundaries)

can be related to the observed dramatic embrittle-
ment of sintered uranium and plutonium oxides

supersaturated with helium.
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